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For blade tip clearancemeasurement, the optical measurementmethod has the

characteristics of high precision, anti-electromagnetic interference, and non-

contact measurement. A dynamic and high-speed blade tip clearance

measurement system based on time stretch dispersive Fourier transform

with the optical comb is proposed and demonstrated. The dynamic

experiments are designed to verify the accuracy of the system. The results

show that the measuring speed is up to 17.6 MHz and the measurement errors

are less than 1 μm under dynamic conditions. The experiments prove that the

system has the advantages of high measurement accuracy, high speed, and

good repeatability. It can provide a new tool for engine health monitoring.
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1 Introduction

The aero-engine, known as the Pearl of the industrial crown, is regarded as one of the

leading technologies relating to industry development. Specifically, the blade is a critical

component of the aero-engine. Working in a harsh environment for a long time, the blade

will be affected by the air force generated by its separation force, air or gas flow. These

forces will continuously affect the operating state of the blade [1]. Excessive tip clearance

will reduce engine efficiency, consume more fuel, and even cause a surge. But the blade tip

clearance is too small to cause friction between the blade and the inner wall of the casing,

even affecting the operation safety of the engine. Therefore, in the production and

application of the engine, it is necessary to monitor the blade tip clearance in real time to

obtain the blade operation status. It would provide a strong guarantee for the safe

operation of the aero-engine [2, 3]. Common measurement methods include non-optical

measurement and optical measurement. The former mainly consists of the discharge

probe measurement method, eddy current measurement method, microwave measuring

method, and capacitance measurement method. The latter mainly includes reflection

intensity measurement, and interference measurement [4–6].
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The discharge probe method uses the DC discharge principle

of the sensing probe to measure the tip clearance [7]. Sheard

applied this method to the tip clearance measurement system of

the engine [8]. Based on the principle of electromagnetic

induction, the eddy current sensor obtains the tip clearance

information by detecting the change of pick-up signal. The

American HOOD company has developed two kinds of eddy

current sensing probes, which can meet the requirements of

different ambient temperatures [9]. The typical sensing probe

can withstand 260°C, and the other sensing probe is equipped

with an air cooling device, which can support temperatures above

1,000°C in the actual working environment. The microwave

measurement method uses a microwave sensor to transmit a

microwave signal to the blade, receives signals reflected from the

blade tip, and analyzes blade tip clearance. Glenn Institute has

developed a high-temperature microwave tip gap probe, which

can meet the requirements of a 900°C high-temperature

environment [10]. Capacitive measurement technology obtains

the blade tip clearance by detecting the change of capacitance

between the pole core of the sensor and the blade end face. A

capacitance sensor has been developed for tip clearance

measurement in harsh environments with a measurement

range of 0.3–3 mm and a measurement accuracy of 15 μm

[11, 12].

Due to the development of optical measurement and

detection technology, researchers began to use optical fiber

sensors for tip clearance measurement. Through the emission

optical fiber, the reflection intensity detection type sensor probe

irradiates the laser light on the blade end face to detect the optical

signal reflected from the blade end face [13, 14]. An optical fiber

blade tip clearance sensor for active clearance has been used, and

the sampling rate is about 100 kHz, and its resolution ratio is

better than 0.01 mm [15]. In addition, the China Electronics

Technology Group Corporation and Tianjin University have

made progress in this field [16, 17]. The interferometric

measurement method is based on interferometric ranging

technology and uses the common path interferometer as the

detection system. The interferometer with this structure easily

aligns the optical path and reduces the vibration impact of the

mechanical design. A prototype was built and tested for

monitoring tip clearances, and the spatial resolution of the

sensor reaches 10 μm, and the measurement accuracy is up to

4 μm [18].

With the emergence and development of optical frequency

comb, some new distance measurement methods have been

proposed [19–21], and they are promising for blade tip

clearance measurement. In this paper, we introduce a method

of tip clearance measurement system based on time stretch

dispersive Fourier transform (TSDFT). The steps machined at

the top of the blade are used to verify the dynamic measurement

accuracy at different rotating speeds. The experiment results

show that the system has the characteristics of high measurement

accuracy and good measurement repeatability, and it provides a

new method for tip clearance measurement.

2 Measurement principles and
experiments set up

The wideband spectral shape of the ultrashort optical pulse,

which is a Fourier transform limited pulse, can be mapped onto

the time-domain waveform [22, 23], when the pulse travels

FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of the tip clearance measurement system principle based on TSDFT. C: Coupler; CIR: Circulator; FD: Fiber delayer; FFL:
Fiber focusing lens; EDFA: Erbium-doped fiber amplifier; SMF: Single-mode fiber; PD: Photodetector; DAP: Data acquisition and processing unit.

FIGURE 2
The experiment setup for tip clearance measurement system
based on TSDFT.
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through a dispersive medium that has sufficiently large

dispersion, the stretched pulse has the same shape as the

spectrum intensity envelope [24]. In this process, the

dispersive medium serves as a pulse stretcher to implement

something similar to the Fourier transform, so the technology

is called the time stretch dispersive Fourier transform [25]. It has

been used for measuring Fast and continuous events because it

overcomes the traditional optical instruments’measurement rate

limit.

The optical comb, whose pulse repetition rate and carrier-

envelope offset frequency of mode-locked femtosecond laser are

locked to reference frequency standard, has the characteristics of

ultra-short pulse width, high repetition rate, wide spectrum, and

ultra-high peak power [26]. The peculiar property of the optical

comb makes the comb become an ideal light source for the

measurement system of TSDFT. The dispersion elements can be

implemented using a variety of optical devices, such as single-

mode optical fiber, dispersion compensation fiber, chirped fiber

Bragg gratings [27], spatially chirped dispersion systems (grating

or prism pairs) [28], and multimode waveguide dispersion

systems [29, 30]. Single-mode optical fiber with low loss and

high mechanical stability is the simplest and most commonly

used method to realize TSDFT [31]. Usually, several fiber

amplifiers are added to the system to compensate for the loss

of optical energy [32].

As shown in Figure 1, we describe the tip clearance

measurement system principle based on TSDFT. Provided

that there are no nonlinear phenomena, the femtosecond

pulses can realize wavelength-to-time mapping in the system.

The pulse emitted by the optical comb enters a Mach-Zehnder

interferometer and is divided into two beams by the first optical

fiber coupler (C1), whose beam splitting ratios are 1 percent and

FIGURE 3
Dynamic clearancemeasurement signals. (A) The signals of several blade tips. (B) The signals of one blade tip. (C) The signals of the two faces of
step in one blade tip.
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99 percent; the one that has higher energy enters the

measurement arm and is transmitted to the first port of the

optical fiber circulator (CIR). A fiber focusing lens (FFL)

connected to the second port of the circulator sends the

measurement pulse to the blade tip and collects the reflected

light pulse. The return pulse that carries the information of blade

tip clearance d propagates to the third port of the circulator.

The other beam enters the reference arm, where a fiber delay

line (FD) is placed to adjust the optical path to match that of the

measurement arm, so the dispersion of the reference pulse and

the measurement pulse from the third port is balanced when the

two pulses converge at the second fiber coupler (C2). At the same

time, the influence of pulse time jitter is avoided.

Before entering the dispersive medium, the confluent pulses

are preamplified using an erbium-doped fiber amplifier

(EDFA1). A roll of single-mode fiber (SMF) is applied to

make the ultrashort pulses disperse into a wide pulse. The two

pulses overlap and interfere in the time domain, and the

interference signal consists of the time delay between the two

pulses. The interference signal is amplified by the second erbium-

doped fiber amplifier (EDFA2), and it is detected by a

Photodetector (PD) and Sent to the data acquisition and

processing unit (DAP) for signal processing.

The reference pulse and the measurement pulse can be

respectively expressed as:

Er t( ) � aE t( ), Et t( ) � bE t − τ( ) (1)
where E(t) and E (t-τ) is the electrical field. Where a and b are the

power factors. The time-domain interference signal detected by

photodetector can be expressed by:

I t( ) � Er t( ) + Et t( )( )2 � E2 t( ) a2 + b2 + 2ab cos wt( )[ ] (2)

Where ω is the angular frequency and can be expressed as τ/β2L

[33], β2 is the second-order dispersion coefficient, L is the fiber

length, τ is the time delay of the measurement pulse relative to the

reference pulse, and the time delay can be written as τ = 2πβ2Lf, f
is the frequency of the interference signal. It can be obtained by

the Fourier transform of the interferogram. In the description of

optical fiber parameters, the dispersion parameter D is

Commonly used to represent dispersion, and the relation

between D and β2 is D = −2πcβ2/λ2, λ is the center

wavelength of the optical pulse, c is the speed of light in

vacuum. The blade tip clearance is explicitly given as d = cτ/

FIGURE 4
Frequency-domain clearance measurement signal.

FIGURE 5
(A) The results of two faces of step 1. (B) The results of two
faces of step 2.

FIGURE 6
The height error of step 1 and step 2 under different rotation
speeds.
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2ng, with ng being the refractive index of air. Substitute τ into the

above equation d turns to be:

d � λ2

2ng
· DL| | · f (3)

According to Eq. 3, it can be found that the factors affecting the

measurement range mainly include |DL| and f; the measurement

range is limited by the bandwidth of the detector and acquisition

card when |DL| are determined. On the other hand, the larger the |

DL|, the greater the measurement range.

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup. In the experiment, a

homemade optical comb has a repetition rate of 17.6 MHz, a

center wavelength of 1559 nm, and average output power of

15 mw. The optical comb emits a pulse, and the system can

complete one measurement, so the measurement rate is very high

and equal to the repetition rate of the pulse. To eliminate the

nonlinearity of femtosecond pulses in the fiber, the output power

of the optical comb must be controlled [34]. The amount of

dispersion per wavelength can be represented as the product of

the group velocity dispersion parameter D and the fiber length L.

The larger the product, the more obvious the pulse broadening;

in our experimental setup, the product |DL| is 250 ps/nm.

Because the higher-order dispersion is minimal, the effect of

the higher-order dispersion is not considered in the experiment.

The main factors affecting the clearance variation are rotor

unbalance, casing deformation, thermal expansion, machining,

and assembly accuracy. During the operation of an aero-engine,

the change of tip clearance is very complicated due to the

deformation of each component under different temperatures

and stress, and it is difficult to assess the accuracy of the

measurement. We design a verification experiment of dynamic

measurement accuracy. As shown in the red box in Figure 2, the

simulated blades are placed on a high-speed rotating motor, and

the steps have different heights machined at the top of the blade.

The height difference between the two faces of the step can be

accurately calibrated under static conditions. The measurement

line is marked in the center of the steps to ensure that the

measurement position should be the same as possible under

static and dynamic conditions. Because the two faces of the step

are on the same blade, it can be considered to be affected equally

when the blade tip is rotating at high speed.

The bandwidth of the photodetector is 18 GHz. Since the steps

machined at the top of the blade have a smaller height, the sampling

rate of data acquisition and processing unit is 2.6 GHz. But if the

larger tip clearances aremeasured, a higher sampling rate acquisition

card must be used. The environmental conditions are 20.0°C,

1013.2 h Pa, and 50.0% humidity. The group refractive index of

air can be calculated as 1.0002694 based on the Ciddor formula [35].

The speed of light in vacuum c is 299792458 m/s.

3 Experimental results

The blade tip clearance is measured when the blade passes

through the probe. Dynamic clearance measurement signals are

shown in Figure 3. Figure 3A shows several consecutive clearance

measurement signals when the blade tip rotates at high speed.

Each cluster signal contains all the measured signals of a blade

tip. We spread it out in the time domain, and all the signals of a

blade tip are shown in Figure 3B. Continuing to spread, we get the

signals of the two faces of the step in one blade tip in Figure 3C. It

can be found simply that the frequency of the two signals has a

slight difference.

FIGURE 7
(A) The repeatability of measurements of step 1 under different rotation speeds. (B) The repeatability of measurements of step 2 under different
rotation speeds.
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For the time-domain signals in Figure 3C, we perform

Fourier transform on it to obtain frequency-domain signals.

Because the energy of measured light received is unstable and

weak, the signals are usually not smooth and sharp enough to get

the exact frequency of measurement signals. The frequency-

domain clearance measurement signal is shown in Figure 4,

after the signal is filtered and fitted, the exact frequency is

obtained by peak-seeking operation, and we can calculate the

value of the tip clearance according to Eq. 3.

Figures 5A, B show the measurement results of two faces of

step 1 and step 2 at the same rotation, respectively. The measured

trajectory is a curve rather than a straight line because the step

surface is a plane rather than a circular arc camber, so each

measurement result on the same surface is not equal to the blade

rotating. Another reason is the unevenness caused by machining.

The calibration heights of step 1 and step 2 are 0.04988 mm

and 0.10507 mm, respectively. In the experiment, we eliminate

the outliers caused by the low signal-to-noise ratio and use the

average of all face results as the measurement result. Compared

with calibration results, the heights error of step 1 and step 2 are

shown in Figure 6, when the rotation speed is from 500 RPM to

5000 RPM at 500 RPM intervals. The experimental results show

that the measurement error is less than 1 μm.

Ten times measurements were made at each rotation speed

and used to calculate the repeatability. The repeatability of

measurements of step 1 and step 2 are shown in Figure 7

with the rotation speed from 1000 RPM to 5000 RPM at

1000 RPM intervals. The results show that the measurement

repeatability is also better than 1 μm. It is proved that the system

has superior measurement repeatability.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the system based on TSDFT is used to measure

blade tip clearance variation When the blade rotates at high

speed. The experimental results show that this system has the

advantages of high measurement accuracy, high speed, and good

repeatability. Furthermore, the data acquisition card’s sampling

rate and the detector’s bandwidth are reduced. Up till now, the

TSDFT has been widely used in various applications, such as

microwave spectrum sensing measurement, real-time

spectroscopy, ultra-fast continuous imaging, analog-to-digital

conversion, non-linear kinetic, etc.
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